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Saudi designer Daneh 
Buahmad talks to Bazaar 

as she takes stock of an 
industry in transition

Words by ALEX AUBRY

 The INTERVIEW

Saudi designer Daneh 
Buahmad in front 

of an installation by 
artist Helen Marten at 
London’s Serpentine 

Sackler Galler, in a 
look from her 

 S/S17 collection



“It ultimately boils down to who gets invited 
to sit at the table,” notes Daneh Buahmad, 
when asked what role she sees Gulf 
designers playing in the global fashion 
market; global in this case being a relative 
term in an industry that has long been 
dominated by Western, and in some 

instances, Japanese designers. Breaking that glass ceiling and acquiring 
a seat at the proverbial ‘table,’ is just one of the challenges facing regional 
labels. A decade since the first wave of Gulf-based fashion lines emerged, 
Daneh is a rarity amongst a handful of designers who managed to 
survive and build a credible business. Yet despite remaining under the 
radar since launching her label in 2011, next 
season may prove to be a turning point in 
her career. 

“That was somewhat deliberate on my 
part. I didn’t want to launch the line with 
huge fanfare, but take the time to mature as 
a designer and thoughtfully create an 
identifiable aesthetic before growing my 
label. Creating buzz around a brand is great, 
but the big question is how that ultimately 
translates into sales and support from local 
and international retailers,” says Daneh, who 
was born and raised in Aramco, in Saudi 
Arabia’s Eastern Province. “For most 
designers carving out a career in the Gulf, 
there are inevitably growing pains when it 
comes to launching a fashion business. I still 
face the challenge of sourcing custom fabrics 
in small enough quantities from factories 
willing to produce a thousand metres of 
cloth. Having more resources available would 
allow us to compete in the global market,” 
observes the Saudi designer, who looked 
beyond the region’s borders to build 
her business.

Making the point that an entire ecosystem needs to be in place for 
designers to thrive, she began by seeking out skilled patternmakers to 
assist her in developing her collections. “They seldom come up in 
conversation, but they are essential to bringing a designer’s vision to life. 
I work with two patternmakers in London and Istanbul, each specialising 
in specific construction or tailoring techniques,” says Daneh, who takes 
her samples to the factory in Turkey where her collections are produced. 
“Istanbul is where I work on pieces with fluid volume and draping, while 
London is where I develop structured pieces requiring precision-like 
tailoring,” adds the designer, noting that many of the small specialised 
ateliers she once frequented at the beginning of her career have since 
shuttered their doors. “Bringing attention to the loss of this technical 
know-how is important. It affects the entire industry, especially smaller 
labels that can’t afford to retain skilled cutters and patternmakers as full 
time staff,” she says, as she explains that her fascination with fashion 
began as a child observing her smartly dressed sisters, aunts and cousins. 

“I think this notion of chic dressing transcends time. It’s interesting 
going through family albums today and seeing how the same women 

never wavered from their particular approach to style throughout the 
’60s, ’70s and ’80s. The clothes never wore them, instead they used 
fashion to enhance their personalities,” notes the Saudi designer, who 
still dips into her mother’s closet in search of dresses from previous 
decades. “I’m ultimately interested in how clothes can make women feel 
good and finding that link is crucial to my design process,” she says of 
her approach to fashion, as she navigates an undulating installation by 
artist Helen Marten at the Serpentine Sackler Gallery. Having landed in 
London a few hours ago, the Saudi designer was adamant on catching at 
least one exhibition during a hectic three day trip to finalise details for 
her spring/summer 2017 collection. 

“Contemporary art spaces such as the Serpentine are a breath of fresh 
air, because they allow me to look beyond my own discipline and expand 
creatively,” Daneh says of the London gallery, which will unveil  
a retrospective of Zaha Hadid’s drawings in December. Over the years 
the Serpentine has broadened the discussion surrounding contemporary 
art by showcasing work by an international roster of artists. For Daneh, 
there are parallels to be drawn between the worlds of art and fashion at 
a pivotal moment in time. When the economy went into a recession in 
the early 1990s, the contemporary art market fell apart, opening the 
door to non-Western artists who had once been denied entry. The result 
was the introduction of new kinds of modern art with roots outside 

Western traditions. “Today, at a time when big 
luxury labels can be found across the globe, 
editors and retailers are tentatively venturing 
beyond established fashion capitals to places 
such as Lagos, Sydney and Tbilisi in search of 
innovative design. As Arab designers we have 
the opportunity to capitalise on this interest 
and take it to the next level,” notes Daneh, who 
believes that by nurturing links to diverse 
cultures, art was able to bring people together 
in conversation within museums and galleries.  

Although this second wave of globalism has 
filtered down to the fashion industry thanks to 
social media, the designer believes it is 
a different form of global consciousness than 
that of the ’90s. “I’m not trying to bridge East 
and West through my work or to be thought of 
as ‘good for my particular region.’ My hope is 
to be considered ‘good,’ irrespective of where 
I’m from,” says Daneh, pointing out the 
expectation placed on Arab designers to 
produce clothing with an overtly Middle 
Eastern aesthetic. “We are increasingly pushing 
against that assumption, by creating 
contemporary designs that can be worn by 

a variety of individuals. For me it’s equally gratifying to see a woman 
from California or Jeddah wearing my clothes. It’s not that I am forsaking 
my culture, it’s simply coming out in my designs in a less overt way,” says 
Daneh, who studied Computer Science before launching her 
fashion career.

“Traditionally parents in the region didn’t encourage their children to 
go into creative fields because of a perception that they couldn’t make a 
living from it. At the time there also wasn’t a very clear path to becoming 
a fashion designer in the Gulf,” says Daneh, who is playing a role in 
changing perceptions about the design profession in the region.  
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In London to meet with 
her patternmaker, Daneh 

wears a metallic linen 
skirt from her S/S 2017 

collection, hand washed 
to give it an aged patina
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“I do think it’s a discussion we need to be having more frequently in 
order to bring value to the work we do. A design education is also about 
cultivating critical thinking and problem solving skills,” says the Saudi 
creative, who took part in a series of fashion talks and workshops in 
Riyadh, organised by the University of Brighton and the London 
College of Fashion. “It was a great opportunity to share my professional 
experiences with Saudi fashion students and give them an idea of what 
it takes to run a label,” says the designer, noting that Brighton University 
went on to partner with Princess Noura University in Riyadh, while the 
London College of Fashion collaborated with Jeddah’s Dar Al-Hekma 
College to nurture the next generation of Saudi fashion designers. 

After working in IT for several years, Daneh initially toyed with the 
idea of opening a boutique, but soon realised 
her passion was in creating clothes. While 
studying for her Masters in Interactive Media 
in London, she began taking courses on the 
side at Central Saint Martins. “Later, over 
several summers, I continued to focus on 
fashion-related business classes at Saint Martins 
to understand the logistics of launching a 
label,” says the designer, who immersed herself 
in the school’s creative environment. “It’s very 
different going back to school when you have 
life and work experience under your belt, which 
enhanced the learning process and made me 
realise I had something to contribute to the 
industry,” adds Daneh, whose early collections 
featured luxurious jersey cut into easy 
elegant silhouettes. 

“I think it’s much harder to create clothes 
that whisper, rather than trying to make a big 
fashion statement,” notes the Saudi designer, 
who reached a career milestone with her 
autumn/winter 2015 collection. “It was at that 
point that I felt I could express myself fully as a 
designer, thanks to the cumulative knowledge 
I’d acquired about fabrics, fit and tailoring,” she says, crediting her 
global outlook to summers spent traveling with her family. “When we 
were kids, my parents had a house in Menorca, one of the Baltic islands 
off the coast of Spain, that we used as base while travelling throughout 
Europe. Each summer my dad would pick a different city to visit such as 
Amsterdam or Zurich,” she recalls, noting that Barcelona remains one of 
her favourite cities for its laid-back attitude, inventive cuisine and 
inspired architecture. 

Shortly after relocating to Dubai, following a brief stint in Bahrain, 
the designer went on a road trip that became the starting point for her 
spring/summer 2017 collection. “Some friends and I decided to drive 
across the desert to places such as Ajman, Sharjah and Oman, which 
made me see the region in a new light despite being from here. By the 
time we made it to Muscat I realised I had visited all of the GCC at that 
point,” says the designer, who was moved by the beautiful landscapes she 
encountered as well as the diverse customs and cultures she experienced 
along the way. “Although we share some commonalities, there are a 
myriad of differences between places like Bahrain, Kuwait and Qatar 
that fascinated me. I was also drawn to the subtle variations in men’s 
thobes from one region to the next. It may not be readily apparent to the 
Western eye, but there are sartorial codes in the way individuals dress 
that tell you where they are from. It can be seen in the length and drape 
of a headdress or the addition (or subtraction) of cuffs and collars,” says 
the designer, who also focused on sourcing innovative fabrics.

In addition to satin-finished cottons, her latest collection features 
custom textiles such as feather-light poplin laser-cut to resemble lace, as 
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well as silver-tinted linen, hand washed to give it an aged patina. “I used 
to source my fabrics from London, but now I work exclusively with 
textile manufacturers in Istanbul, who produce beautiful fabrics,” says 
the designer, who likes to combine contrasting materials in one outfit to 
blur the line between day and eveningwear. “I love the idea of combining 
a shiny long skirt with a men’s pinstripe cotton shirt, which I recently 
wore to the opera in Dubai,” notes Daneh, observing that for most 
designers in the Gulf the biggest hurdle is getting their clothes into 
stores. “Although I’ve built a network of retailers in the region, there is 
still a lingering perception that a New York- or Paris-based label is more 
desirable in terms of quality. Yet as Arab designers we are expected to sell 
regionally before even thinking of exporting to other parts of the world,” 
she observes, noting that such perceptions are gradually changing 
as regional labels work towards producing collections at 
international standards.   

For a designer who began her career quietly working to perfect her 
craft, Daneh has managed to build a following for her brand of effortless 
chic; one which crosses borders at a time when Arab women are 
increasingly gaining visibility internationally in various creative fields. 

“Are we part of the global fashion conversation 
yet?” asks the Saudi designer, mulling over the 
question in her head before carefully considering 
her response, one that highlights the subtle 
difference between promoting diversity and 
nurturing an environment of inclusion. “I think 
the door has cracked open and we’ve been allowed 
into the room to listen, but my ultimate goal is to 
be given the space to contribute to that larger 
conversation. It’s been a journey for me to get this 
far despite the hurdles, but I’ve never turned my 
back on a challenge and I’m ready to take my seat 
at the table.” 

The globetrotting designer 
is hoping to help break 
down stereotypes of Middle 
Eastern designers through 
her collections

Pieces from 
Daneh’s S/S17 
collection
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